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Road Crew Policy and Child Protection (Chaperone) Policy 

 

Following the recent County and Chief Marshalls meeting it was felt that there was some 

confusion on the above policies for both Clubs and Towns. 

 

We are therefore offering the following guidelines to ensure that all concerned in 

Carnival understand their responsibilities for the above and other legislative 

requirements. 

 

As an entrant you can find further information on the above two policies from the County 

website at www.somersetcountycarnivals.com then click on the “Entries” section and 

onto the subsection headed “Legal” . You will then find information on Road Crew and 

Chaperone Policies. 

 

Please ensure that your club puts these policies in place. 

 

All entries in Bridgwater Carnival with a vehicle will receive a copy of the "Tick Box" 

sheet with their entry number as normal, if you are not entering Bridgwater then you can 

download the copy attached or from the county website which covers all the legal 

requirements to take part in the Somerset Carnivals and this includes, road tax, public 

liability insurance, vehicle insurance, VSO license, weight and brake documents, risk 

assessments for pyrotechnics, road crew and chaperone policy. 
 

 

This form must be completed by all entrants (if applicable) and handed in at your 

first carnival.  

 

This will then cover you for all the Somerset County Carnivals and Midsomer Norton.  

 

Please Note: This is a legal requirement and ticking a box knowing that you are not 

compliant runs the risk of prosecution under UK law. 
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